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ABSTRACT: Information Systems '95 (IS '95), a model curriculum for a bachelor's degree in
Information Systems (IS), is the resulting development of collaborative work of a Joint Task
Force of the Data Processing Management Association (DPMA), the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM), and Academy for Information Systems (AIS). Representation

on the task force includes both academic and industrial members. This paper summarizes the
full report (Figure 1). A definition of the IS discipline and its relevance within the business and
university community is discussed. Resources needed to support a viable program are identi-

fied, including faculty, and information technology. Courses are identified and the characteristics of graduates defined. A paradigm is provided which couples a definition of the IS discipline and its underlying principles to the of characteristics of the IS graduate. An updated IS
body of knowledge is presented. It is based on previous efforts of DPMA and ACM
(Longenecker and Feinstein 1991 a,b,c; Ashenhurst 1972; Couger 1972; ACM 1983 and ACM
1990; DPMA 1981, 1986). The current body of knowledge contains the Computer Science and
Engineering body of knowledge (Turner and Tucker 1991). A cognitive behavioral metric is
presented for specifying and evaluating depth of knowledge. The specification includes a
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numeric depth indicator and appropriate language to describe presentation goals and resultant behavior expected of students completing study of specific aspects of the curriculum. A
modular concept of learning units is defined and utilized in specifying proposed courses.
Methods for mapping the learning units to alternate course plans are discussed. Elements
from the body of knowledge are combined in a logical top-down manner to form Learning
Units (LU). Each LU contains a goal statement, behavioral objectives and associated elements
from the body of knowledge. Five curriculum areas with 20 sub-areas form clusters of these
learning units. A complete set of 128 learning units form meta-presentation units which can
be organized in different schemes to meet individual institutional missions. One possible
organization of these units into ten courses is presented. This paper provides curriculum
guidelines for implementing undergraduate programs in information systems. The full report,
1S'95, provides the detail necessary for design and implementation of courses. Dissemination
of the curriculum and plans for review and updating the curriculum are presented.

BACKGROUND
A curriculum for computer science (CS)
was first outlined in 1965 (ACM 1968) and
was revised a decade later (ACM 1978).
Curriculum development for information
systems (IS) began in the early 1970s (ACM
1981; DPMA 1981, 1986; Nunamaker
1982). The chronology is shown in Figure
· 2. 15 curricula have reflected many dynamic
changes caused by the rapid development of
information technology. IS curricula
have recognized the need for both an organizational and technical emphasis
(Nunamaker 1982).

The IS '90 model was developed and completed in 1991 (Longenecker and Feinstein
199lb,c). This model was based on a survey
of information systems programs in approximately 1000 colleges and universities in
North America (Longenecker and Feinstein
1991a). Participants came from both
industry and academia.
IS '90 prompted considerable di_alogue. A
partial list of papers that discuss various
aspects of IS education is found in the bibliography (Aggarwal 1994; Burn 1994; Cale
1994; Chow 1994; Daigle 1993,1994;
Daniels 1992; Denison 1993; Doran 1994;

"to improve the performance of
people through the use of
information technology...
where the ultimate objective is
performance improvement. ..
where the focus is the people
who make up the
organization ... "
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(Sprague 1993, p14)
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